
May, 2023 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 

The attached math enrichment packet is meant to provide your child with a review 

of the skills she learned in 6th grade. Your child is expected to turn the completed 

packet in to Mrs. Butler (7th grade) on the first day of the 2023-2024 school 

year. Please encourage your child to schedule time throughout the summer to work 

on the packet; do not wait until the end of summer to begin. 

Reminders for your child: 

• Read and follow all directions. 

• Number each problem and show work for ANY/ALL problems in an organized 

manner to receive full credit.  

Have a great summer! 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Tartera

4830 Walnut Grove Road • Memphis, Tennessee 38117 • (901) 767-1377 • www.saa-sds.org
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 4  

Identifying Integers and Their Opposites 
Reteach 

Positive numbers are greater than 0. Use a positive number to represent a gain or increase. 
Include the positive sign (�). 

 an increase of 10 points �10 

 a flower growth of 2 inches �2 

 a gain of 15 yards in football �15 

Negative numbers are less than 0. Use a negative number to represent a loss or decrease. 
Also use a negative number to represent a value below or less than a certain value. Include 
the negative sign (�). 

 a bank withdrawal of $30 �30 

 a decrease of 9 points �9 

 2q� below zero �2 

negative numbers positive numbers 

Opposites are the same distance from zero on the number line, but in different directions.  
�3 and 3 are opposites because each number is 3 units from zero on a number line. 
 

Integers are the set of all whole numbers, zero, and their opposites.  

Name a positive or negative number to represent each situation. 

 1. an increase of 3 points 2. spending $10 

 ________________________________________   ________________________________________  

 3. earning $25 4. a loss of 5 yards 

 ________________________________________   ________________________________________  

Write each integer and its opposite. Then graph them on the number line. 

 
 5. �1 6. 9 7. 6 8. �5 

 ________________   ________________   _______________   ________________  
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